
“Let’s take a hypothetical 1,300 MW, $1.5B inter-basin 
transfer tributary hydroelectric project, releasing 
314 cumecs* of turbinated effluent at full power 
output, >90% of which would be wheeled to Thailand. 

And let’s say that some fulminating critic wrote 
“Fluvicide”, a broadside claiming that so radically 
altering hydrologically two major Mekong tributaries, 
would manifest in damaged migratory fisheries as 
far upstream as Yunnan, and as far downsteam 
as Tonle Sab. 

But maybe that was alarmist and anyway, it would 
likely take years to validly quantify, given the low 
signal-to-noise ratio in fish landings data: especially 
with scores of other hydropower projects coming 
online throughout the overall basin. 

Suppose there was a relatively-trivial fishery for a 
specific small run of tiny (i.e., <50g wet weight per 
individual), migratory catfish spawning right below 
the proposed outfall? A fishery known for critical 
and notable ecological, nutritional, and cultural 
attributes. A certainty —corroborated by longterm 
local knowledge— that the schools would be ar-
riving there within hours or days after the

performances that had always been mounted during 
the brief spawning/harvesting window. 

Whether this hypothetical hydropower scheme 
would measurably impact yields down in Tonle Sab, 
and what exactly were the effecting mechanisms, 
would be most challenging to determine empirically 
and methodologically. 

But on the other hand, it’s unimaginable that intro-
ducing 300+ cumecs of turbinated discharge –likely 
cold, oxygen-deficient and possibly anoxic, for a 
fair part of each 24 hour period, the release regime 
optimized with energy demand pricing— within 200 
m. of the flooded forest spawning zone could be 
consistent with that little fishery’s continuation.

Production/distribution costs: c. US $10-20K for an 
online e-book in English and in Lao archiving pre- 
and post-project conditions and work underway; 
interviews with key players; the dances, the songs 
and prayers; a map/airphoto package and a matrix 
of relevant hydrological data. Offered to, and rejected 
by, the Nam Theun II proponents. They could have 
well done it themselves.”

monsoonal high discharge had reached its 
seasonal peak, and stream stage would thereaf-
ter decline consistently until the following rainy 
season’s arrival. 

The mechanisms cueing these migratory/reproductive  
behaviors are unknown, but likely include day length, 
in-stream chemistry and hydrology, and thermal 
factors. Migration always peaks in the following 
week, when mass spawning occurs within a 
discrete patch of “flooded forest” exactly where 
the outfall —c. 50 km length by 100 m width of 
trapezoidal concrete channel, with another 100 m. 
in graded earthworks along each side— would have 
its confluence with the second-order Mekong 
tributary receiving stream. 

Noteworthy is that access to this specific fishery at 
this specific time is allocated to outsiders: a wide 
range of ethnic groups, many coming from quite 
afar; harvested biomass almost exclusively used to 
produce pa daek: the fermented condiment providing 
baseline protein for rural populations in Southeast 
Asia. And not least, the specific ceremonies and
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Nam Theun II dam, 2010

* cumec = cubic meters/second
apotkin@niu.edu

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uqNVKyWu7qg


“In Nyommalat district, the Nam Pheet is a small, seasonal river of 
approximately nine km in length that enters the Xe Bang Fai River 
between the villages of Ban Na Kieu and Ban Keng Savang in 
Mahaxay district. At the confluence of the Houay Khama stream 
(also known as Houay Khieou) and the Nam Pheet (about four km 
downstream from the source of the Nam Pheet), there is a season-
ally flooded forest that covers an area of more than 70 ha and is 
referred to by local people as tham bone nam thouam (the flood area 
wetland) (hereafter referred to as the ‘Nam Pheet flooded forest’).

The trees found in the Nam Pheet flooded forest are known locally 
as mai houman, mai ke, mai kasa, mai khama, mai seng, mai kham nam, 
and mai ben. The largest trees in the forest are less than 30 cm in 
diametre, but there are many trees and the forest is very dense.

As with all seasonally flooded forests, the trees and other vegeta-
tion of the Nam Pheet flooded forest grows during the dry season 
— but it is during the floods of the rainy season, as the trees are 
dormant, that this forest literally ‘comes to life’. At this time, as the 
main tributaries of the Nam Pheet — the Houay Pheet, Houay Lom, 
and Houay Khao Khouang — begin to flow with the run-off of the 
early monsoon rains, connecting the sources of these streams (pools 
fed by springs in the Nam Pheet basin’s upper catchment in the Say 
Phou Ak mountains) with the Nam Pheet, the water level in the

Xe Bang Fai River is also increasing. It flows into the Nam Pheet’s 
channel, causing the Nam Pheet to backup and flood the forest at 
its confluence with the Houay Khama. During the height of the rainy 
season, the forest is often three to four metres underwater. 

Villagers from Ban Pheet Si Khai have about 20 canoes that they use 
during the wet season, as the depth of the water makes paddling a 
canoe far more convenient than walking or swimming through the 
flood.

In May and June, a large number of fish migrate up the Nam Pheet 
from the Xe Bang Fai River to enter the flooded forest. According to 
local fishers, many of the fish species use the forest as a spawning 
ground. At around the same time many fish that have spent the dry 
season in spring-fed pools in the caves at the origins of the tributary 
streams of the Nam Pheet also migrate out of these pools and move 
downstream into the flooded forest. According to villagers, [numerous] 
fish species that migrate to the flooded forest — both from the Xe 
Bang Fai and from the spring-fed pools in the mountains. . . ”

The Nam Pheet Wetlands

source:  Baird, Ian G., Shoemaker, Bruce, and Baird, Monsiri (2001). 
The People and Their River: A Survey of River-Based Livelihoods
in the Xe Bang Fai River Basin in Central Lao PDR. Vientiane: 
Lao PDR/Canada Fund

The straightened and armored former channel of Nam Phit, just at the juncture of the natural streamcourse (opposite 
bank) with the 300+ cumec turbinated discharge canal of Nam Theun II hydrolectric project; approximately six km
above the confluence with the Xe Bang Fai, and from there, another 156 km to the Mekong.
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